Abstract. It has been suggested that term «logistical infrastructure of agribusiness» should be considered in the context of connection with institutional-object type (direction) in development of agrarian logistics as well as organizational, intra- and between organizational logistical formations. The reason for defining institutional and objective element in agrilogistical infrastructure has been grounded. Main features of objective development in logistics of storing grain and oil cultures in Ukraine nowadays have been found. Main factors which stimulate loading of elevator capacities have been identified and systematized and «weak spots» of activity in specialized agrilogistical 2 PL providers, as well as in storing grain in the system of internal logistics at agrarian enterprises have been identified and classified. The need and preconditions for development in Ukraine of private corporate model of infrastructural logistical provision of the system of export-oriented types of plant cultivation production storing have been defined.
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Introduction. Nowadays necessary infrastructural provision of a commercial activity is one of the most significant factors of any successful business. Various infrastructural-logistics groups (providers, objects, chains, channels and so on) play an important role in the system of entrepreneurship.

At that the infrastructure itself is directly connected with institutional-objectal development and is an important component of the provisional logistics of an enterprise [1, p. 46-47]. Contemporary provisional logistics can be observed both inside the material flow and outside it. It enables scientists to distinguish such types of logistics as specialized and integrated. Specialized logistics is focused on separate logistical processes; it is a link of logistical chain and directly connected with the part of the material flow [2, p. 58].

For example storing of agrarian produce is a part of the specialized logistics. Along with transportation, storing is one of the key logistical business processes and an important object of management in agriculture.

In contemporary economic studies the general term «infrastructure» is mainly identified with different types of organizational management.

Similar approach to defining essence of infrastructure can be found in works by Z. Gerasmychuk and Y. Podernia-Mosiuk (2013), according to them infrastructure is a complex of organizations, establishments, middlemen, which task is in serving any social-economical system for providing the appropriate functionality of that system [3, p. 7].

Profound study of this issue in logistics was carried out by Y. Gerasmychuk and Z. Gerasmychuk (2013), where the term «logistical infrastructure» is used for aggregating different organizational-commercial forms which create organizational-economic conditions for passing of material, informational, financial and labor resources by creating the potential in the enterprise to perform logistical tasks. Besides, the term «infrastructure» is not considered without logistical functions of the economy and corresponding logistical provision of the AIC (agro-industrial complex) it is not sufficient to identify the following separate elements inside it which also consider logistical infrastructure as a set of enterprises of different organizational-commercial forms which create organizational-economic conditions for passing of material, informational, financial and labor resources by creating the potential in the enterprise to perform logistical tasks.

At the same time B. Savka (2012) defines logistical infrastructure as a complex of such elements as buildings, constructions, warehouses, means of transportation, means of transmitting and processing of information and so on [7, p. 294].

M.-A. Jouanjean (2013), N. Key (2000) and M. Kubon (2008) pay attention to the importance of investing into logistical infrastructure for enterprises of the agricultural sector and study its influence on the achieved economical indices in agribusiness [11, 12, 13].

G. Gebresenbet (2011) and T. Bosona (2011) consider development in the system of grain logistics as a key direction in the infrastructural provision of the field [9].

However, in most studies infrastructural elements of agrilogistics are considered in the general system of the producing infrastructure of the agrarian complex.

Along with that in the existing studies with infrastructural provision of the AIC (agro-industrial complex) it is not sufficiently considered the fact that logistical and manufacturing-technological business processes, per se, are fundamentally different tasks. Besides, the term «infrastructure» is not considered within the context of the connection with institutional-objective type (direction) of development in the agrarian logistics as well as organizational, intra- and between organizational logistical establishments. At that inside the logistical infrastructure there is no identification of its institutional and objective elements.

Also separate features of contemporary development in infrastructural objects of provisional logistic in agribusiness of Ukraine remain insufficiently studied. Among them are the following: extent of combination by agrarian enterprises of internal and external logistical provision of the system of storing main types of vegetation produce; factors which withhold loading of elevator capacities and «weak spots» in the activity of specialized agrilogistical providers as well as weak spots in storing grain in the system of internal logistics of agricultural enterprise. The purpose of the article is the necessity to be more precise in classification of agrilogistical infrastructure as a component of institutional-object development of logistics and study the features of provisional agrilogistics of Ukrainian functioning in the system of storing main types of vegetation production. The results. In our view, the term logistical infrastructure in agribusiness should be connected with both organizational and intra- and between organizational establishments. It is reasonable to identify the following separate elements inside it which perform important logistical tasks and provide carrying out of logistical processes and display institutional-objectal direction of development in logistics in agricultural sector of economy (Figure 1). In the process of research the main attention was focused on infrastructural objects in agricultural entrepreneurship in the business process of «storing the ready produce».

Nowadays logistical powers for storing grain cultures in Ukraine are approximately 40-45 million tons. Of them elevators and processing enterprises occupy about 30 million tons and the rest ~ 15 million tons are provided by grain terminals, transportation infrastructure and so on.

Logistics of storing of main types of produce in plant cultivation concerning internal and external provision in agribusiness at present is quite diverse. The main reasons of it are different requirements for storing agrolingistics, raw materials and ready produced, different level of goods manufacturers and logistical operators, economical and momentary factors, type of government control over export and so on.

However, at that loading of the certified grain warehouses is quite small and reaches on average not more than 50%. It is caused by a number of reasons (Figure 2).

High price of services for storing agricultural produce in the system of outside logistics is one of the determining reasons of a small demand for them from agrarian businesses. Construction of innovative technologies for storing agrolingistics in the system of storing, modernization of the existing elevators and increase of the competitiveness level among logistical providers at the regional level creates condition for development of outside provision of storing operations in agricultural enterprises in the process of storing the ready produce.

Implementation by agrarian producers of such an alternative kind of technology as storing grain in multi-layer polyethylene sleeves (silo bags) allows users to significantly decrease expenses on this business process. The experience of using the corresponding kind of technology as storing grain in multi-layer polyethylene sleeves (silo bags) allows users to significantly decrease expenses on this business process. The experience of using this technology is quite long-term and reaches two years. A very active storing of grain is silo bags is carried out by a Ukrainian company «HarvEast Holding» [15]. During the past years possibilities for agrarian enterprises to invest money in enhancing own logistical objects significantly increased. It mainly concerns major producers of agricultural produce with big volumes of using of land. The sources of such investment are preferably the funds received via emission or sales of shares and bonds at international stock exchanges, foreign and local bank credits and partly own resources. At that main investment in the agrarian sector of Ukrainian economy is carried out at the level of high-scale agricultural holdings. Building agrarian logistics is investment number one nowadays. Therefore very many agricultural companies as well as organizations even not connected with agribusiness before invest the obtained money into providing logistics (elevators, grain terminals, transportation infrastructure and so on).

Serving through certain logistical objects in the system of storing in corresponding regions, which exited in the times of the USSR, is evident to a big extent even now. It is caused by the fact that during the construction favorable location of elevators to a certain circle of agrarian businesses and zones of
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agricultural production was taken into account. Along with that contemporary geographical zones of influence in many logistical objects in the system of storing are significantly widened through additional provision in services of produce transportation, tariff competitive advantages, agrifiring activity and so on.

With that old equipment of some elevators limits the possibilities of receiving big grain-carrying trucks and preference of floor capacities decreases the passing activity of such logistical objects (Figure 3).

Nowadays the ratio between silo and floor capacities in grain storing in Ukraine is 46% to 54% [16].

With all positive trends in development of internal logistics in storing by agrarian enterprises there are some weak spots (Figure 4).

Thus, granaries in conditions of small-scale and middle-scale private corporate agrifirms are mainly used for accumulating the grain without its appropriate preparation for storing. Besides, logistical objects are unable to properly control the quality of the storing supplies. At that small agricultural enterprises are least provided with conditions for laboratory analysis of grain quality.

Important index in estimation of logistical capacities of granaries is the ability to load different agricultural supplies on different types of transportations. At granaries of most agrarian enterprises such conditions are very restricted concerning railway and water types of transportation.

As for the structure of capacities of granaries of agrarian enterprises, in 90% cases these are the warehouses of floor storing with low level of mechanization and low intensity of loading. At that the most part of mechanical warehouses with silo capacities are owned by companies with the land bank over 10 thousand hectares. Thus about 15% of these enterprises own exclusively silo capacities for grain storing, and 23% – simultaneously silo capacities and floor warehouse. Among small agricultural companies only 1% own warehouses with silo capacity [16].

Active development of storing and silo-bag agrilogistics in Ukraine during the past few year provided balance between seasonal fluctuation of prices for grain and oil cultures.

In whole, the existing system B of logistical capacities for storing grain in conditions of agrarian enterprises and certified grain warehouses for today is nominally sufficient and at times even superfluous.

Along with that, taking into account moral and technical depreciation of many elevator objects, weak spots in the system of storing agrarian enterprises and the expected increase in production and export of plant cultivation in the near future there are reasons to speak about formation of the deficit in storing logistical capacities.

The expected growth in production and export of grain in the nearest prospect might really lead to the deficit of logistical capacities for grain storing.

According to the prognosis of the Centre of Transportation Strategies, it is expected at the level of 18-20 million tons [14].

In the amount of regions, the biggest shortage might lie in agricultural zones with contemporary high level in production of corn.

Taking into account the expected growth in production and export of grain and oil cultures in Ukraine, it is necessary to increase construction of new high-technological elevators.

Real solution of this problem is possible under conditions of using major funds of private-corporative agricultural formations and local and foreign agritraders.

Major involvement of cooperative formations into this process remains challenging though prospective in the field of developing infrastructural objects of providing logistics in the system of storing export-oriented types of plant cultivation.

Conclusions. Institutional-objective development of providing agrilogistics is connected with the term «infrastructure». Besides it is reasonable to distinguish institutional (corporations, providers, organizations, establishments and so on) and objective (constructions, buildings, means, systems, networks, centres and so on) elements in logistical infrastructure. Owing to that logistical infrastructure should be connected not only with organizational but also with intra- and between organizational logistical formations and vice versa.

In agrarian logistics important infrastructure object (buildings, constructions with necessary equipment for produce storing, distributional centres, transportation systems and networks and so on,) may achieve a status of independent organizational or between organizational forms, at the same time most often they are intra-organizational logistical formations. One of the essential consequences of management in development of providing logistics in agrarian enterprises is a change of material objects of logistical infrastructure.

The system of objects of management and private-corporate providing logistics of storing and transporting of main types of plant cultivation produce is sufficiently diversified and represented as contemporary innovative infrastructure, which grows dynamically, and different storehouse and terminals which were built during the Soviet period.

Providing logistic in the system of storing grain and oil cultures of agricultural enterprises during the marketing year to a different extent is internal (storehouses in conditions of agrarian producers – mainly non-certified grain warehouses), and external (storehouses of logistical providers and processors – mainly certified grain warehouses).

At present, elevator logistics is a key factor in the system of storing main types of plant cultivation production and most capacities of the certified grain warehouses are owned by agrarian corporations and local and foreign agritraders. The share of the state property in logistical capacities for storing has a trend to constant reducing due to intensive development of elevator logistics in the private-corporate sector of agribusiness.

However, world experience confirms the need for development of the alternative, cooperatively based system of export logistics in main types of plant cultivation production. But the latter can happen only in the conditions of program-purposive management over the development of the cooperative grain sector, as well as significant financial support based on the government and private sector partnership.
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